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About This Software

A 360 degree panorama is one of the best ways to capture how a scene truly looks when you are there. VR Photo Viewer makes
it easy to view these memories as they are meant to be.

Connect to your Google Photos account to see all supported photos in your collection

View files stored on your PC or connected devices

Supports audio recorded by Cardboard Camera

Preview your photos on a small scale and select which one to view in full quality

Easily switch between photos with VR controller support

Supported photo types:

Cardboard Camera (.vr.jpg)

Photo Sphere
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3D Stereoscopic photos like those taken with Fujifilm FinePix REAL 3D or Nintendo 3DS (MPO)

Top-bottom 3D

Side-by-side 3D

Panoramic

"Flat" / normal JPG photos

More features continue to be added, provide your feedback to let us know what you'd like to see next!
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Title: VR Photo Viewer
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
SprocketVR
Publisher:
SprocketVR
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Excellent game, good story, amazing graphics, smooth gameplay.
Requires too much attention to be completed!
.. I saw this game and the words PIRATE ( Yes I am a wuss for anything pirate..don't ask why. :)

Anyway only played a short while due to life etc but what made me buy this game above anything else was the raw honest truth
from the devs about this game and it's future.

Also obviously other reviews...I felt the need to support them with further development because I was taken aback by what
appears to be total steadfast to finishing and enhancing this game..

Gets my vote for sure.

GTX 1070 I5 6600k 16 gb ram playing game at 60fps on a 60hz monitor in 1440p.

The game looks fabulous and honestly is above the quality of some FX 3 tables.

I feel that real skill is being applied to this game and I am looking forward to seeing others down the line :). This really is worth
buying!. Worth every penny.

The first acheivement you get is "But can you do this?".
Therefore this game gets 11/10 'Very Nices' for probable Pewdiepie reference.

An addition this is a surprisingly good and fun game for the price tag. Just buy it dude.. Definitely a great game with a lot of
potential and I enjoyed every minute so far. I really can't wait to see what this game will become and offer in the future. Even
though it's early access, it doesn't feel or rather look\/sound like one at all. The graphics are refined and the music just fits
perfectly (props to that, great work done here!). The mechanics feel very fluent and are easily understood, which allows a fast
immersion into the gameplay.
Of course the content might be a bit short (although I'm not even close to having unlocked everything and it's early access after
all) but it's already in a very good place, is a ton of fun in my opinion and you get a good feeling where this game is going.

Considering the price, it's a fair piece of an early access game I got.
I would definitely buy and support an indie game like that again!. Was a nice experience. The visuals and music worked well
together to tell a compelling short story about redemption.. Played on HTC Vive (with xbone controller)

Nice puzzle game, VR adds some depth. Dumb♥♥♥♥♥♥
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I got that game for free. I can't even remeber from where I got it?
But I'm very happy I have it. I used to play million hours Wipe out game, and
I can feel its same. I love the way it accelerates and might slow down a bit more when hits the wall.
I'm not really sure for what resolution that game was developed, because 1366x768 looks strange, very blurry.
I might try another resolution. And I love the idea to have it as window, also nice idea.
Beside of that idk why people say that stearing is not good, I think that most of the games forget how hard is to control a flying
car like that with arrows on PC.... I love it. Keep up a good work :). A lighthearted kid-friendly adventure game, that feels as
though it is supposed to be funny, but due to poor comedic timing and a sub-par voice cast, ends up not being very funny at all.
Most puzzles are simplistic, and the ones that aren't are obnoxiously arbitrary. Short, unfunny, and not very interesting... Puzzle
Bots isn't really worth your money, I'd go spend that 5 bucks elsewhere.. 7.6\/10
. This game is a wonderful sandbox to play in that encourages experimentation and creativity. It can get slightly tedious waiting
for some of the more elaborate stars to evolve, but your "star basin" will continue evolving its contents even when you are doing
other activities in the game. There are a ton of stars to discover and a lot of possibilities to create a totally unique star basin..
really good game didnt expect it to be quite interesting\/fun.
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